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17 September 1944: the Allies have launched the largest airborne
offensive in history, delivering 36,000 troops by parachute and glider
to the Dutch-German Border. In what will become known as the Battle of
Arnhem, half of them will fall as casualties of war. Among their
number is Theo Trickey, a young paratrooper so dreadfully injured he
is not expected to survive. Under the care of Medical Officer Captain
Daniel Garland, Trickey is shipped to Germany as a Prisoner of War. As
Garland slowly nurses him back to health, he discovers that there's
much that is unusual about Trickey, starting with a chance meeting he
had with Erwin Rommel before the War From the bestselling author of
Under an English Heaven, Airborne is the first in an unforgettable
trilogy that tells the story of a young soldier, of a new regiment and
how, together, they altered the course of a war.

Airborne Carpet

Fire Island--Pennsylvania Avenue Development
Corporation--101st Airborne Division--Vicksburg

The Application of Airborne Lidar Data in the Modelling of
3D Urban Landscape Ecology
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has measured
numerous airborne contaminants in spacecraft during space missions
because of the potential toxicological hazards to humans that might be
associated with prolonged spacecraft missions. This volume reviews the
spacecraft maximum allowable concentrations (SMACs) for various
contaminants to determine whether NASA's recommended exposure limits
are consistent with recommendations in the National Research Council's
1992 volume Guidelines for Developing Spacecraft Maximum Allowable
Concentrations for Space Station Contaminants.

Notes from an Airborne Rifle Company, 1950-1951

Impact of Revised Airborne Exposure Limits on Non-Stockpile
Chemical Materiel Program Activities

82nd Airborne Leaderbook

Airborne Remote Sensing of Coastal Waters

Using Airborne Geophysics to Identify Salinization in West
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The U.S. Army's Non-Stockpile Chemical Materiel program is responsible
for dismantling former chemical agent production facilities and
destroying recovered chemical materiel. In response to congressional
requirements, the Center for Disease Control (CDC), in 2003,
recommended new airborne exposure limits (AELs) to protect workforce
and public health during operations to destroy this materiel. To
assist in meeting these recommended limits, the U.S. Army asked the
NRC for a review of its implementation plans for destruction of
production facilities at the Newport Chemical Depot and the operation
of two types of mobile destruction systems. This report presents the
results of that review. It provides recommendations on analytical
methods, on airborne containment monitoring, on operational
procedures, on the applicability of the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act, and on involvement of workers and the public in
implementation of the new AELs.

Host Parasite Relationships in Experimental Airborne
Tuberculosis

Hospital Airborne Infection Control

Airborne Reconnaissance VI

Airlift and Airborne Operations in World War II

Electronic Airborne Golfish

Corps Signal Battalion and Airborne Corps Signal Battalion
The historical record of the development and use of airborne forces
has hitherto been blurred by neglect, secrecy and misinformation. This
book uncovers the truth and sets the record straight. Using newly
released and formerly classified Soviet archival sources and German
sources never before seen in the West, the work provides a
comprehensive and detailed account of the performance of Soviet
airborne forces in peace and war.

Evaluation of C Band (5.5 Cm) Airborne Weather Radar

Airborne Reconnaissance
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United States Airborne General Imports of Merchandise

Airborne Reconnaissance

"Offsets" for NATO Procurement of the Airborne Warning and
Control System

Army Forces in Joint Airborne Operations

Engineer Battalions, Airborne and Airmobile Divisions
From the standpoint of several of the participating NATO countries,
the large expenditures associated with their potential procurement of
the Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) warrant special
measures by the United States to reduce or 'offset' the resulting
outflow of dollars in order to make procurement politically, as well
as economically, more acceptable to the Europeans. This report
summarizes a Rand study of ways of offsetting part of these large
dollar costs connected with the planned NATO procurement of AWACS,
assuming that the case for AWACS has been established on military
grounds. Alternative offset strategies evaluated include: 0S1, which
concentrates on internal offsets; 0S2, on external military offsets;
OS3, on external nonmilitary offsets; OS4, on financial transfers; and
OS5, on a mixture of these several elements. The study concludes that
the preferred alternatives lie either in OS2, the external military
offset strategy, or OS5, the mixed strategy.

Reconnaissance Airborne Gamma Ray Spectrometry

Airborne

Airborne Magnetomenter Survey of East Central Iowa
Compared with traditional remote sensing technologies, airborne Lidar
data can provide researchers with additional 3D positional
information, which is a key factor for advanced urban research, and
particularly that of urban landscape ecology. Therefore, the need for
applying Lidar data to a variety of disciplines is rapidly growing.
However, the lack of remote sensing background makes the wider use of
Lidar data highly difficult for scholars from other disciplines. In
contrast to the majority of Lidar-related books that focus on
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sophisticated principles and general applications of Lidar data, this
book provides the reader with a feasible framework for applying
airborne Lidar data to urban research. In addition to providing a
general introduction to the subject, this book explains in detail a
series of case studies to demonstrate how these theoretical models can
be employed to address practical urban issues. As such, this book not
only provides Lidar scholars with a series of specifically designed
research methods, but will also serve to inspire scholars from other
disciplines, such as geographers, urban planners, ecologists, and
decision-makers, with a complete framework of potential application
fields.

Collection of Airborne Coal Dust by Steam

A Fabry-Perot for Airborne Infrared Astronomy and the [SiII]
Emission from the Galactic Center

Pilot interaction with automated airborne decision making
systems final report

Airborne ballistic camera tracking systems
High Quality college ruled lined paper composition leader's book
notebook with high quality binding and water resistant cover in the
new Army camouflage with 82nd Airborne Infantry Division Patch. Cargo
pocked sized, blank with lines. 100 pages 5” x 8”.

Airborne Geoscience, the Next Decade

The History of Soviet Airborne Forces

United States Airborne Foreign Trade

A Forest Fire Detection Demand Model - for Scheduling and
Routing of Airborne Detection Patrols
A collection of 22 independent by related sketches based on
experiences in an airborne rifle company during the first year of the
Korean War, this work should not be considered a war memoir. Rather,
most of the episodes collected here might better be considered works
of fiction, even though all are based on fact to one degree or
another. Many of them are based on material in letters home, but the
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letters are mostly very brief. They serve only as a memory freshener
regarding the order in which things happened, not the details of what
happened. Other stories are based only on memory. The stories range
from attempts at factual reporting (as factual as can be expected some
fifty years after the fact), to almost pure fiction. The Hero is a
fictionalized amalgam of real events that actually took place several
months apart. Dear Jane is a work of fiction suggested by three short
sentences in one letter. Night Attack is an attempt at a narrative
description of actual events, because the events still seem very clear
in author's mind. However, the description of the character is
actually based on two people. P'Yongyang Airdrome is a fictional
account based on the events of a real November afternoon. The Air
force Captain who supplied the bottles really existed, but his name
was never known. Even the description of events that are meant to be
factual may not agree with the recollections of others who were
present at the same events. Eye-witness accounts of infantry combat
can vary widely when reported from separations as small as a few
yards. Every man experiences his own war, and the wars are all
different. In many cases the attempts at narrative accounts include
fictional, but plausible, details, because the memory of actual
details has faded. The most valuable part of the work is not
fictional, and that is the record of the shared thoughts and feelings
of the men of the company. All the conversations among the troops
included here acutally took place. Beer Ration for example, is based
on conversations and events that actully took place over a
considerable period of time. Christmas Eve, on the other hand, is
based on a letter written on that date, and the conversations reported
there all toook place within a day or two of that date. MacArthur
Visits the Front is also based on a letter, written on the same day as
the visit, and is only a slightly expanded version of the letter. In
general, the thoughts and feelings of the men of Company B as reported
here can be considered accurate, because almost all are quoted in
letters home. The opinions expressed here cover a wide range of
subjects, from the very highest to the lowest, including, for example,
The Commander-in-Chief, President Harry S. Truman The Supreme
Commander, General Douglas MacArthur the conduct of the war, which a
large number of the men believed was the opening round of World War
III War movies, which almost always get almost everything wrong Close
air support, which the Navy and Marine Corps handled superbly, and
which the U.S. Air Force did not handle well at all. The policy of
rotating men in and out of combat units as individual replacements,
instead of rotating whole combat units. If most of the speakers of the
actual words quoted here seem to be nameless, faceless voices, it is
because that is what they have become after all these years. While in
a very few cases there has been an attempt to put together fictional
composite characters, in most cases there has not. The voices have
simply been allowed to speak.

Spacecraft Maximum Allowable Concentrations for Selected
Airborne Contaminants
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Industry's airborne assault on agriculture
Although nosocomial, or hospital-acquired, infections have been well
cataloged and are fairly well understood, traditional solutions have
failed to completely eliminate the problem. Even the most modern
hospitals find themselves stymied by the persistence of these
pathogens in hospital wards and operating rooms. The degree to which
most of these infections are airborne is not known, but a growing body
of evidence indicates that airborne transmission plays a role in many
hospital-acquired infections. Addressing one of the most important
topics in health care, Hospital Airborne Infection Control is the
first book to deal with the control of airborne nosocomial infections
in detail. It identifies all pathogens known or suspected to be
airborne, along with their sources in hospital environments. It also
summarizes all epidemiological evidence for airborne transmission. The
text addresses respiratory, surgical site, burn wound,
immunocompromised, pediatric, nursing home, and non-respiratory
infections. In each category, an extensive number of examples show
that inhalation is not the only airborne route by which infections may
be transmitted. Noting that airborne transmission and surface
contamination are virtually inseparable, the author emphasizes that
both air and surface disinfection, including hand hygiene, are
important factors in controlling the transmission of airborne disease.
He also proposes a variety of new solutions and technologies,
including ultraviolet, ionization, ozone, plasma, and vegetative air
cleaning systems. A compendium of scientific and medical information,
this book helps hospitals control nosocomial infections and outbreaks
spread by the airborne route as well as by direct contact and contact
with fomites or contaminated equipment.

Determining Density of Maize Canopy: Airborne multispectral
scanner data

The Airborne Sound Insulation of Partitions
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